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Abstract—Privacy-preserving big data management and analytics is gaining the momentum within the research community,
and several current research efforts aim to provide solutions
to the challenges that emerge when models, techniques and
algorithms must be delivered on top of massive, distributed big
data repositories, especially with regards to emerging distributed
settings such as Clouds and social networks. In this paper, at the
convergence of the contexts of static and dynamic distributed
environments, we provide a general overview of models, issues
and approaches, along with some reference frameworks. Indeed,
both static and dynamic distributed environments are relevant
cases of settings where the privacy of big data turns to be critical.
Finally, we discuss emerging research directions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
While several research efforts have been developed in
the context of privacy-preserving big data management and
analytics recently, relevant challenges arise when such models, techniques and algorithms must be delivered on top of
massive, distributed big data repositories. This problem opens
the door to the design of innovative models, techniques and
algorithms that, contrary to actual proposals, are able to
inject the scalability feature during the privacy-preserving big
data management and analytics phase. On the basis of these
considerations, this paper provides an overview on actual
problems and limitations of state-of-the-art techniques (e.g.,
[44]).
Privacy-preserving big data management and analytics
(e.g., [15], [20], [18]) is gaining the momentum within the
research community. Indeed, a lot of research efforts have been
invested with the goal of providing solutions to this emerging
challenge recently, especially with regards to emerging distributed settings such as Clouds and social networks. Nevertheless, these approaches expose several problems when they
are applied to massive, distributed big data repositories, hence
innovative models, techniques and algorithms are necessary to
deal with the scalability issues deriving from ensuring privacypreserving big data management and analytics.
As a matter of fact, scalable solutions are not only a question
of high-performance architectures (e.g., [71]), which may be
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still delivered on powerful Cloud Computing platforms, but
also a question of models, techniques and algorithms devoted
to the desired goal. From this main motivation, several proposals appeared in literature recently. For instance, [75] presents a
proximity privacy model which allows us to support semantic
proximity of sensitive values and multiple sensitive attributes,
and models the problem of local recoding as a proximityaware clustering problem. Therefore, a scalable two-phase
clustering approach is proposed. This approach predicates
a t-ancestors clustering algorithm, and a proximity-aware
agglomerative clustering algorithm is proposed to address
the derived problem. Experiments demonstrate an effective
scalability of the algorithm. Similarly, [51] focuses on privacy
concerns when sharing large-scale transactional databases and
moves to the big data context. With this goal in mind, the
authors present an optimal procedure leveraging intuition from
linear programming based column generation, and identify a
common structure that exists in these problems. Based on this
main intuition, the authors show how an approach based on
sorting and column generation can make the process more
efficient. Finally, they illustrate how this structure can be
incorporated into the column generation based procedure to
develop an effective, scalable heuristic. Experiments show a
critical gain over classical methods.
On the other hand, another emerging data management
context for Big Data research is represented by the issue
of effectively and efficiently supporting Data Warehousing
and OLAP over Big Data (e.g., [68], [24], [19]), as multidimensional data analysis paradigms are likely to become
an “enabling technology” for analytics over Big Data (e.g.,
[14], [29]), a collection of models, algorithms and techniques
oriented to extract useful knowledge from Cloud-based Big
Data repositories for decision making and analysis purposes.
At the convergence of the three axioms introduced above
(i.e., security and privacy of Big Data, Data Warehousing and
OLAP over Big Data, analytics over Big Data), a critical
research challenge is represented by the issue of effectively
and efficiently computing privacy-preserving OLAP data cubes

over Big Data (e.g., [25], [27]). It is easy to foresee that
this problem will become more and more important in future
years, as it not only involves into relevant theoretical and
methodological aspects, not all explored by actual literature,
but also it regards significant modern scientific applications,
such as biomedical tools over Big Data (e.g., [10], [53]),
e-science and e-life Big Data applications (e.g., [9], [34]),
intelligent tools for exploring Big Data repositories (e.g., [11],
[35]), and so forth.
By analyzing the state-of-the-art, a relevant number of
critical challenges emerge. The following are among the most
relevant ones:
•

•

•

•

devising scalable models, techniques and algorithms for
supporting scalable privacy-preserving big data management and analytics: starting from classical proposals,
innovative solutions need to be devised, in order to
deal with scalability issues deriving from generating,
accessing and processing privacy-preserving big data;
formal models for measuring the privacy of big data
over massive repositories: in order to assess the quality
and the accuracy of proposed solutions, a strident need
for measuring the (achieved) privacy of such solutions
arises – currently, no relevant proposals that focus on
this critical problem are available in the literature;
accuracy support: scalable privacy-preserving big data
management and analytics techniques must also provide
enough guarantees on the accuracy of the upper-lying
big data analytics processes – indeed, very often privacy
and accuracy of big data are conflicting properties (e.g.,
[27]), hence supporting the accuracy of such processes,
especially on massive, distributed big data repositories
becomes problematic;
integration with big data processing platforms: at a
pure practical level, integrating innovative scalable models, techniques and algorithms for supporting scalable
privacy-preserving big data management and analytics
with latest big data processing platforms, such as Apache
Spark [73], is a critical issue – this because proposed
approaches must be made fully-parallelizable in order to
be successfully delivered on top of these platforms.

Another interesting context that is related to this research
is the privacy of big data streams. Indeed, with the relevant
growth of big data (e.g., [49], [33], [28]) observed recently,
the problem of mining and extracting knowledge from such
kind of data is gaining momentum (e.g., [30], [14], [19]).
Among the various characteristics of big data [42], velocity
is, without doubts, one among the most relevant ones, hence
conferring to big data streams (e.g., [57], [56], [67]) the firstclass role for such data. Therefore, mining big data streams
is relevant and necessary, as confirmed by recent initiatives
in this research context (e.g., [59], [37], [63], [3], [76], [7]).
With the mining problem, another relevant problem arises: the
issue of preserving the privacy of big data stream sources
while mining such data (e.g., [1], [41], [54], [46], [6], [52],
[74]). It is easy to understand how the so-depicted problem has
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a relevant number of real-life application scenarios, ranging
from trajectory data stream management to electronic health
data stream processing, from fraud detection and analysis of
business data streams to surveillance and emergency management, and so forth.
Among several privacy-preservation strategies (e.g., [69]),
three relevant approaches are:
•
•
•

data anonymization;
privacy-preserving data publishing;
differential privacy.

Data
anonymization
consists
in
meaningfully
erasing/masking critical stream attributes that may breach
the privacy of the target streams. Well-known approaches
in the static case are: k-anonymization [65], l-diversity
[48], t-closeness [45]. Relevant extensions to the streaming
(i.e., dynamic) case are: [8], [39]. Privacy-preserving data
publishing (e.g., [36]) is a generalization method that consists
in making published data as much as possible hostile so
that knowledge expressed by such data is still useful while
individual privacy is preserved. Significant approaches that
appear in the streaming context are presented in [50] and [1].
Finally, differential privacy is a modern technique allowing
us to obtain privacy preservation of data mining algorithms.
Basically, the differential privacy axioms [32] argue that a
differentially-private algorithm does not change behavior if
information related to a single individual in the target dataset
is modified or deleted. Differential privacy has been applied
to the privacy-preserving data stream mining as well, being
[6], [52], [12] some noticeable initiatives.
In this paper, at the convergence of the two main topics,
we focus the attention on privacy-preserving research in two
distinct specific domains: static and dynamic distributed environments. These are relevant cases of settings where studying
the privacy of big data turns to be critical. In particular,
the contribution of this paper is two-fold. The first one,
related to the issue of supporting privacy-preserving big data
management and analytics in distributed static environments,
is the description of DRIPROM, an innovative framework
for supporting privacy-preserving big data via aggregateprovenance big data analysis [21], in Section II. The second
one, related to the issue of supporting privacy-preserving
big data management and analytics in distributed dynamic
environments, is an overview, enriched by discussion, of stateof-the-art privacy-preserving big data stream management and
mining techniques [17], in Section III. Finally, we discuss
relevant research directions in Section IV.
II. DRIPROM: A F RAMEWORK FOR S UPPORTING
P RIVACY-P RESERVING B IG DATA VIA
AGGREGATE -P ROVENANCE B IG DATA A NALYSIS IN
D ISTRIBUTED S ETTINGS
DRIPROM [22] is a relevant implementation of the general
guidelines provided in Section I where the scalable privacypreserving big data management and analytics goal is achieved
via the so-called aggregate-provenance big data analysis.

In particular, in DRIPROM, suitable aggregation-based summaries are computed on top of the input big data sources.
Then, during the big data management and analytics phase, at
each step, the framework checks, by means of a data-driven
method, whether these summaries have the correct “pedigree”
for supporting a safe privacy-preserving analytical computation. This allows us to avoid resource-intensive computational
overheads due to classical protocol-based privacy-preserving
big data mechanisms (e.g., [62], [72], [47]).
One of the most relevant research challenges arising in
the depicted reference application scenario is represented
by the method used to check the “pedigree” of summary
data representatives. In our research, we propose to apply
well-known provenance recognition methods (e.g., [5], [40],
[13], [58], [64], [61]). Given two data sets Di and Dj , the
provenance recognition problem consists in detecting if Dj
has been “produced” from Di via some arbitrary processing
procedures. Formally, we denote this property as follows:
Dj = P(Di )

(1)

such that P models the procedure that computes Dj from Di .
The final goal is to “synthesize” P from the analysis of Dj and
Di . When analyzing the literature, it emerges that provenance
is a relevant problem in the context of security and privacy of
databases, traditionally, and, more recently, in the context of
security and privacy of big data (e.g., [16], [66], [60], [55],
[2], [70]). In our proposal, we make use of these results as
baseline tools of our proposed framework.
Indeed, DRIPROM is a relevant realization for supporting
data-driven privacy-preserving big data management in distributed environments. DRIPROM works on big multidimensional data [29] and supports the two following fundamental
procedures:
•

•

given a big multidimensional data source DBi , the sumP
mary representative of DBi , DB
, is obtained by comi
puting a privacy-preserving sample of DBi , for instance
by applying the approach proposed in [26];
P
given a summary representative DB
, the problem of
i
P
recognizing if DB
is
a
reliable
summary
of DBi without
i
accessing the entire big multidimensional data source
DBi , is addressed and solved by means of a provenance recognition method, for instance by applying the
approach proposed in [4].

Our methodology is orthogonal to the specific algorithms
used to obtain the big multidimensional data representative
and to check the provenance relation. This means that any algorithm available in the literature can be exploited to this end.
This gives a clear openess nature to our proposed framework.
Figure 1 reports the conceptual scheme that is at the basis
of the privacy-preserving phase of DRIPROM. We propose
using sampling-based techniques as several studies have already demonstrated the nice flexibility ensured to the privacypreserving goal by this class of techniques (e.g., [26]). As
an interesting extension, considering this issue in the context
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of uncertain multidimensional data (e.g., [23]) represents a
relevant research challenge.
Figure 2 reports the conceptual scheme that is at the basis
of the provenance-checking phase of DRIPROM. It is worth
noticing that, contrary to the privacy-preserving phase, here
multiple proposals can be used (e.g., [4], [31], [43], [38]); this
further confirms the effectiveness of our proposed framework
when combined and integrated with several big data processing
algorithms and techniques.
The logical architecture of DRIPROM is represented in Figure 3: it combines component-oriented and scalable organizations of modern Cloud-based applications and systems. Every
node that contributes to implement the data-driven privacypreserving big data management framework must adhere to
this logical architecture. As shown in Figure 3, the architecture
introduces the following layers/modules:
• Big Multidimensional Data Layer: it is the layer where
the big multidimensional data sources are located;
• Big Multidimensional Data Access Module: this module
is responsible for providing the necessary access routines
and procedures over the target big multidimensional data
sources;
• Privacy-Preserving Big Multidimensional Data Module:
this module provides the algorithms and techniques for
supporting the privacy-preserving phase of DRIPROM;
• Big Multidimensional Data Representative Layer: it is the
layer where the big multidimensional data representatives
are located;
• Provenance-Checking Module: this module is in charge
of providing algorithms and techniques for supporting the
provenance-checking phase of DRIPROM;
• Cloud-Based Service-Oriented Interface: it is the component by which the target big multidimensional data
sources are interconnected with the overlying Cloudaware big analytics functions.
III. P RIVACY-P RESERVING B IG DATA S TREAM
M ANAGEMENT AND M INING : S TATE -O F -T HE -A RT
A plethora of proposals appear in the research literature,
which focus on the privacy-preserving big data stream mining
problem. In the following, we report on some of the recent
most-noticeable ones.
[17] proposes a novel algorithm for anonymizing trajectory
data streams. In particular, the proposed approach, called
Incremental Trajectory Stream Anonymizer (ITSA), is incremental in nature, and it makes use of suitable sliding windows
in order to process target streams. Such windows are updated
as soon as stream individuals join and leave, dynamically. To

Fig. 1: The Privacy-Preserving Phase in DRIPROM

Fig. 2: The Provenance-Checking Phase in DRIPROM

Fig. 3: DRIPROM Logical Architecture

this end, efficient data structures are exploited, so as to comply
with massive sizes of big data streams. Extensive experiments
confirm the benefits coming from the proposed algorithm.
[18] moves the attention to the context of electronic health
data streams, whose privacy is deeply studied. The final proposal is called delay-free anonymization. The main property
of this proposal consists in the amenity that input streams are
anonymized immediately with counterfeit values. In order to
further improve the data utility of the anonymization phase,
the authors propose an innovative late validation methodology
that magnifies the overall privacy-preservation effect.
[19] focuses on the privacy of trajectory streams. In particular, the solution is conducted via proper access control
mechanisms over data streams, by devising an innovative
Privacy Protection Mechanism (PPM). The authors prove that
PPM meets solid privacy requirements as those dictated by
the k-anonymity and l-diversity schemes over data streams,
respectively, via generalization. However, since the PPM
methodology is based on delaying the publishing of data
streams, this may introduce inaccuracies due to false-negatives
that affect query processing. Therefore, the authors recognize
a new problem, called precision-bounded access control for
privacy-preservation stream mining, and provide hardness
results, enriched by comprehensive experimental evaluation.
[20] proposes Shadow Coding, a method that preserves
the privacy in data transmission and ensures the recovery
in data collection in distributed data stream settings. The
authors prove that the proposed method achieves privacy-
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preserving computation in a data-recoverable, efficient, and
scalable way, being scalability a first-class requirement for big
data processing (e.g., [35,36]). Practical techniques that make
Shadow Coding efficient and safe over data streams are also
provided. The authors complete their analytical contributions
by means of an extensive experimental study on a large-scale
real-life dataset.
[21] focuses on the general problem of estimating the
sortedness of data streams in a privacy-preserving way by
computing the length of the Longest Increasing Subsequence
(LIS) of target data streams. The authors show that this
relevant property of data streams can turn to be extremely
useful in a plethora of modern applications, such as finance
data stream monitoring, surveillance data stream processing,
and so forth. The basic idea consists in exploiting block
decomposition and local approximation techniques.
[22] addresses the problem of supporting privacy-preserving
geo-spatial data stream publishing via differential privacy
techniques. The method consists in supporting accurate query
processing over geo-spatial data streams with well-defined
dynamic scopes (hence the privacy requirement derives), by
computing suitable synopsis with high utility. The proposed
technique, called Realtime Geospatial Publish (RGP), is
theoretically-sound and experimentally-solid.
[23] considers categorical data streams. In this respect, the
authors propose a novel anonymization technique for providing a strong privacy protection to safeguard against privacy
disclosure and information tampering. The proposed technique
introduces an innovative two-phase anonymization approach.
The authors prove that such an approach is highly efficient in
terms of speed and communication, and robust against possible
tampering from adversaries. Extensive experimental evaluation
confirms the goodness of the proposed technique.
Finally, [40] investigates the interesting problem of protecting the output-privacy of classification algorithms (e.g.,
the privacy of the classifiers results) over data streams. The
authors propose a systematic method implemented by the socalled Diverse and k-Anonymized HOeffding Tree (DAHOT)
algorithm, which is a meaningful combination of the popular
data stream classification algorithm Hoeffding tree and suitable
variants of k-anonymity and l-diversity principles.
IV. F UTURE E MERGING R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
In this Section, we focus the attention on future research
directions in the context of scalable privacy-preserving big data
management and analytics in static and dynamic distributed
environments.
Privacy-Preserving Indexing Data Structures. While effective
and efficient algorithms and techniques can be devised, a
relevant problem is still represented by the issue of indexing
big data, for both management and analytics purposes, while
preserving the privacy of big data themselves. There is an
emerging call for supporting privacy-preserving massive data
management operations, via extending traditional databaseoriented indexing data structures (e.g., B-trees, R-trees, and so

forth) and enriching them with privacy-preservation features.
A possible solution is represented by the so-called cluster
indexes, which can well-adapt to the enormous size of data.

scalable privacy-preserving big data management and analytics. Therefore, it is easy to foresee the integration of both
paradigms, with relevant innovations.

Privacy-Preserving Partioned-Based Big Data Management.
In order to achieve parallel solutions for supporting privacypreserving big data management and analytics, it is mandatory
to enable models and techniques allowing us to manage big
data repositories based on intelligent partitioning paradigms
that are also able to protect the privacy of target big data. Partitions are derived from the target big data set on the basis of a
certain criterion (e.g., minimizing a given approximation error,
or maximizing a given privacy degree), and then processed
on top of the reference distributed environment via suitable
parallel algorithms and techniques. Models and techniques
for supporting algorithm-oriented and task-oriented big data
partitioning that preserves the privacy of big data, will play a
relevant role in future years.

Application Scenarios. Last but not least, studying, devising,
and prototyping interesting application scenarios where the
scalable privacy-preserving big data management and analytics
requirements can be fixed and formally defined, represents
another milestone to be considered in future years.

Scalable Privacy-Preserving Big Data Analytics. Applying
privacy-preserving knowledge discovery and prediction over
big data repositories can represent a critical issue, due to
specific nature of such data. Therefore, classical KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) solutions, which have later
been extended by means of privacy-preserving procedures,
cannot be directly applied to this end, and supporting scalable
big data analytics represents a first-class challenge for next
years. A possible research direction could consist in devising
incremental analytical procedures that run over big data while
considering both the need for big data privacy preservation,
and the need for big data management optimization.

Accuracy vs Privacy. Accuracy and privacy are conflict
properties for big data stream mining algorithms. Indeed,
determining the correct trade-off between these two properties
is a fundamental research issue. How to increase privacy while
preserving accuracy? This is a relevant question for future
research activities.

Scalable Provenance Methods over Big Data. Provenance
was discussed in Section II as one possible solution to obtain
privacy-preserving big data management and analytics. Nevertheless, obtaining scalable provenance methods over big data
is still an open research issue, due to the fact that applying
provenance algorithms is really resource-consuming. In this
context, a lot of work is still to be done, also by adopting
advanced tools such as probabilistic models and heuristic
algorithms.
Secure, Scalable Privacy-Preserving Methods over Big Data.
Scalability is not the sole challenge to be faced-off when
dealing with big data privacy-preservation. Another critical
requirement is represent by the need for obtaining privacypreserving big data management and analytics methods while
ensuring the security of target big data sources, still with
an eye over scalability. Combining privacy with security and
scalability represents a critical challenge for future research
efforts in the field.
Integration with NoSQL Architectures. The NoSQL movement is gaining the scene, actually. Indeed, NoSQL databases
expose several features, among which: high-scalability,
schema-lessness, distributed architectures, and so forth, which
well-marry with the applicative requirements of supporting
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Emerging Domains. It is clear enough that, due to the specific
research focus, i.e. privacy-preserving big data stream mining,
practical applications and systems drive and determine the
effective requirements for corresponding privacy-preserving
big data stream mining algorithms. Hence, emerging domains,
such as social networks, intelligent TV provisioning and
intelligent transportation systems, will play a first-class role
in the future.

Concept-Drift Issues. Big data streams are affected by
concept-drift problems. Matching the privacy-preserving requirement can be hard because preserving the privacy of
data is performed in dependence on a pre-determined set of
attributes/concepts of the target data model.
Security Issues. Preserving privacy when accessing big data
streams involves a problematic side-effect: how to ensure the
security of big data streams while accessing them? Combining
security and privacy is an annoying problem for the big data
stream mining research.
Cryptography. Traditionally, the privacy-preserving big data
stream mining problem is addressed by means of model-based
or algorithmic-based approaches. Along with these initiatives,
the usage of cryptographic methodologies is emerging as a
promising approach to be explored by future research efforts.
Quality and Utility of Data. Ensuring the privacy of data
streams while mining big data streams can deteriorate the
quality and utility of such data. This critical issue needs to
be tackled in the future.
Stream Analytics. Models, techniques and algorithms proposed in the literature must converge in suitable unifying
frameworks for finally supporting privacy-preserving big data
stream analytics, a critical research challenge at present.
Several issues arise, ranging from architectural requirements
to parameter tuning, framework trade-offs, performance, and
so forth.
Performance. Last but not least, performance issues always

arise when processing big data streams (to preserve their
privacy, in this case). As a consequence, devising models
and optimizations that allow us to ensure performance of
privacy-preservation mining methods over big data streams is
a relevance challenge for the future.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has provided an overview on the issues and
limitations of state-of-the-art scalable privacy-preserving big
data management and analytics techniques, in both static and
dynamic distributed environments. Possible research directions
have been discussed. We hope this contribution can become a
useful reference for future research efforts.
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